Ageing perception in seniors’ formal caregivers

Abstract
This paper explores the ageing perception of a group of seniors’ caregiver workers, particularly those who have direct contact with the elderly while performing their tasks. Therefore, we analyze the variables that influence this perception and the ones that can be good predictors. One hundred and forty-eight individuals took part in this study (a hundred and thirty-five females and twelve males) with ages between twenty-one and sixty-five years old. It was applied the Portuguese versions of the tests Ageing Perception Questionnaire, the Self-Concept Scale (TSCS:2) and a sociodemographic questionnaire. The results showed that the ageing perception is more negative as age advances. On the other hand, individuals with higher education, training in the health field or with a stronger self-concept have a more positive ageing perception. The studied variables that best predict the emotional representation for ageing are the academic qualifications and the academic self-concept.
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Introduction
Ageing perception is a product of life experiences, education, beliefs, ideas, preconceptions and stereotypes, that are equally at the base of the construction of each person’s self-concept, shaped throughout life. Research has shown older adults’ self-perceptions of ageing as predictors of physical health, quality of life (QoL) and even mortality. And these influences can happen via behavioral, psychological and physiological pathways.

Of the various life cycle stages an individual may live through, old age may be perceived as the one with most negative aspects. Based on this, it is particularly relevant to develop interventions that focus on changing the perception of ageing, making it a more positive one. This will impact individuals’ psychological wellbeing and influence their health.

Working directly with elderly requires specific knowledge and skills, as well as a predisposition to humanize tasks to be performed, although it is known that professionals may have negative attitudes towards elderly. The manner in which each individual perceives his own ageing will influence, not only his own ageing process and but also the care given to and attitudes towards elderly.

Materials and methods
In our study participated 148 subjects from a nursing home (age range 21–65 years; M=45.78; SD=0.90). They were mainly women (91.2%) working at direct support and care (63.5%), kitchen facilities (11.5%), nursing care (8.8%), physiotherapy (5.4%), other functions (10.1%). Almost one third of the sample (31%) had secondary or higher education, with 26.4% having third level education, 12.2% having second level education, and 25.7% having primary education or even less. This study used tree measures: Sociodemographic Questionnaire, Aging Perceptions Questionnaire (APQ), Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSCS:2).

Aging Perceptions Questionnaire (APQ), a multi-dimensional measure based in Leventhal’s self-regulation model, is a self-completion questionnaire, adapted to Portuguese. The APQ measure comprises 32 Likert scale items that represent eight ageing perception domains: identity (ID), timeline-chronic TCH), timeline-cyclical (TCY), consequences-positive (CSP), consequences-negative (CSN), control-positive (CTP), control-negative (CTN) and emotional-representations (ER). The reliability of this measure in this study, Cronbach’s alpha, is situated between .60 e .88, indicating fair reliability in two domains and good reliability in the others six domains.

The Tennessee Self-Concept Scale: Second Edition (TSCS:2), developed by Roid and Fitts in 1989 and adapted to portuguese by Novo, comprises 82 items grouped in 10 subscales. Internal dimension: identity (IDN), satisfaction (SAT), behavior (BHV); external dimension: physical self-concept (PHY), moral self-concept (MOR), personal self-concept (PER), family self-concept (FAM), social self-concept (SOC) and academic/work self-concept (ACA). In this study TSCS:2 presents reliability scores, Cronbach’s alpha, varying between .68 e .92, which indicate fair and good reliability.

During data collection, the ethical parameters of the Portuguese Psychologists Board were followed. Authorization was requested from the authorities responsible for the institution, each individual manifested his informed consent, and all retrieved data was anonymous and confidential. Statistical data processing was done with resort to the SPSS programme, having been performed parametric and non-parametric tests to ensure the normality of the variables. The analysis took place with a confidence interval (CI) of 95%, having also been determined the effect size (ES) in some cases.
Results and discussion

The results of a Mann-Whitney analysis revealed that middle aged adult group (41 to 65 years) has a more negative outlook on ageing than the group of young adults (21 to 40 years) according to the scales of ID ($U=764, p<.001, r_g =.61$), CTN ($U=1521, p<.001, r_g =.36$), TCY ($U=1568.5, p<.001, r_g =.34$), CSN ($U=1611, p =.001, r_g =.32$), ER ($U=1646, p =.001, r_g =.30$), TCH ($U=1940, p =.050, r_g =.18$). These results may simply not only a less adaptive perception of ageing as well as a lower sensation of wellbeing in regard to this process.5,9

The influence of academic qualifications on AP, measured by Kruksall-Wallis test, is visible in TCY ($X^2(3) = 14.70, p =.002$), ER ($X^2(3) = 16.50, p =.001$), in CTN ($X^2(3) = 15.43, p =.001$), CSN ($X^2(3) = 13.75, p =.003$) and identity ($X^2(3) = 24.33, p<.001$). Subjects that detain the 1st cycle of schooling of the Portuguese educational system, have a more negative outlook, whilst those that hold higher education present a more positive vision. This may be explained by the fact that a lower academic level may be a facilitator of the internalization of stereotypes in regard to ageing.10 The relationship between knowledge on ageing and attitudes towards it will depend on how positive this knowledge is, meaning that higher levels of positive knowledge are linked to a decrease of anxiety in regard to ageing.11

Significant differences were also found, using $U$ de Mann-Whitney test, between professionals with and without training in the medical field in CTN ($U = 674.5, p < .001, r_g =.56$), CSN ($U = 1002, p = .005, r_g =.34$), ID ($U= 837, p =.010, r_g =.34$), ER ($U= 1039, p =.008, r_g =.32$) and CTP ($U= 1179.5, p =.042, r_g =.23$). Those who hold training in the medical field present a significantly greater control in regard to negative aspects that come with ageing, perceive less negative consequences and withhold fewer negative emotions in regard to ageing, which indicates a more positive self-perception of ageing.

This relation may be the outcome of a more realistic, less stereotyped perception of the ageing process and of the elderly.12,13 On the other hand, seniors’ caregiver workers generally have a distorted perception in regard to the ageing process and tend to see old age more negatively than the elderly themselves.14,15

It is possible to conclude in this study, from the relationship between self-concept and ageing perception, that individuals with greater self-concept have a lower negative emotional response to ageing, greater belief of control over negative experiences that come with age, fewer health changes and are less likely to attribute those alterations to their ageing process. The results obtained in the link between self-concept and ageing perception, and the fact that both are influenced by age, in this study, may be explained by stereotypes on ageing, that are built and internalized throughout life, and contribute to a more negative ageing perception of oneself and lower self-concept.16

Table 1 Summary of multiple regression models for sociodemographic variables and self-concept dimensions as predictors of emotional representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Standardized coefficients ($\beta$)</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R2(Adjusted)</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I - Sociodemographic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>5.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
<td>-0.279</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Area</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>4.79***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II - Self-Concept</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Self-Concept</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral Self-Concept</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Self-Concept</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Self-Concept</td>
<td>-0.080</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Self-Concept</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic/Work Self-Concept</td>
<td>-0.228*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. n = 137.

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.

Because ER accesses the emotional response induced by ageing through negative feelings such as anger, fear, depression, anxiety, worry and sadness, and it has been linked to negative health changes a low resilience,8 we set out to determine what the influence of sociodemographic variables and the dimensions of self-concept were in its explanation. The results of a Multiple Regression (Table 1) show that the parameters that are greater predictors are academic levels ($\beta =-.2.79$) and ACA ($\beta =-.228$). The combination of these variables predicts that 20.1 % ($R^2$) with a decrease of 5.3% in relation to an adjusted R2 ($R^2 =.25.4$). Model I (sociodemographic variables) explains 8.9% of the variance ($F(3.133) = 5.42, p =.002$) and model II (dimensions of self-concept) explains 11.2% of the variance in emotional representation ($F(9.127) = 4.79, p <.001$), which according to Cohen17 is a moderate effect (Table 1). In this manner, a greater level of education and a higher perception of competence in work and study, means a lower underlying emotional representation from ageing processes, which is congruent with other studies.10,13,18

Conclusion

Older adults present a more negative ageing perception, on the other hand, individuals with higher academic levels and training in the medical field have a more positive perception of ageing. In the same manner, subjects that have a stronger academic self-concept present a more positive outlook on ageing. It is important to highlight that the best predictors of negative emotional responses to ageing, after multivariate analysis, were academic levels and academic self-concept, which have implications in the importance that education and training have in the change of perception and attitudes towards old age. In this manner, increasing knowledge makes people and
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institutions have a more positive and realistic outlook on the elderly and old age. Education is the most important promoting agent for new behaviours and forms of thinking, changing social and individual expectations towards old age.

It is suggested that the more qualified professionals of the institutions, such as doctors, psychologists, nurses, physiotherapists and social workers, promote training programmes towards the other professionals in order to contribute towards the demystification of some preconceptions regarding ageing, and to a greater knowledge towards the elderly in their physical, psychological and social dimension, as unique beings. This will help the relationship between elderly and professional to become a co-construction that leads to greater satisfaction and quality of life.

In the given context, it proves to be of importance the conduction of research on ageing perception in different age categories, not only in advanced adult age, for ageing is an individual process that accompanies us from birth. Stereotypes and preconceptions towards elderly and old age should be combated from earlier age brackets, ensuring that throughout the development and ageing process, each individual’s self-concept is stronger and more conscious.
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